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1. Introduction
The metal glasses and quasicrystals have the unique physical and chemical properties

(mechanical, electrical, magnetic and others) [1—3]. At the treatment and strength effect on metal
glasses it observed the wide slip bands which are developed very heterogeneous along the volume of
specimen [1—3]. But the line defects (dislocations) are not observed by electron microscope. The
some micromechanisms of this process were proposed [1, 4, 5]: dislocations with wide core or
Somiliana dislocations having a small variable vector of Burgers. Usually it accept that such
dislocations have own long–acting stress similar to own stress of lattice dislocations [6]. These stress

are defined by ratio    2/)( rbD
ij
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πµ≅σ , where 22  yxr +=
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 is a length of radius–vector from the

axis of dislocation, µ is module of shift. Naturally it is impossible to get the elastic fields of line defects
of glasses and quasicrystals so and prove their existance. It is important to investigate the process of
defects emitting at the slip band.

In this work the atom model of Somiliana dislocations at metal glasses and quasicrystals are
propoused. The elastic fields and energy of line defects, the conditions of emitting of defects are
investigated.

2. Model and basic equations

For the investigation of line defects at metal glasses and quasicrystals we use the modify
Frenkel–Kontorova model which apply for account of line defects (dislocations) at crystal lattice [6, 7].
We shall consider the model of metal glasses and quasicrystals consisting from two interacting
incommensurable sublattices. The sublattice of one grain (with period a) is tested the action of
external quasiperiodic potential )(uV  where u  is displacement from equilibrium positions created
sublattice of the second grain (with period b). The dynamics of a atom layer will be described by the
nonlinear sin — Gordon equation with potential )(uV . The soliton solutions of this equation will
describe the grain boundary dislocations. The periodic potential )(uV  we shall be describe by sum
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potential (1) reflects the basic properties of glass potential and quasicrystals: quasiperiodicity and near
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order structure [4, 5]. Used the Hamiltonian of lattice with potential (1) we shall receive the equations
of dynamics of atom layer ( buu /2π=  is dimentionless variable)

)(2 uVucu uxxtt ′−=− , (1)

where c is speed of elastic waves, the index means derivative. The boundary conditions for the receipt
of soliton solutions (dislocations) look like: 2/)( bu "=±∞ . For stable dislocation it is enough to
consider the stationary equation (1).

3. Results. Quasi–soliton solutions (quasidislocations)
The stationary equation (1) will look like the modified sin–Gordon equation. In general event it is

possible to write solution an equation (1) in implicit type
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Parameters equal to 2>n , ik  is unrational number. These conditions break periodicity of an
arrangement of minimum in potential )(uV , but remain quasiperiodicity (the near order) [4, 5].
It follows from solution (1) as since zeroes of subradical expression (2) or local minimums of potential

)(uV  shimmy, so the soliton solution (dislocations) does not exist [7]. For the analysis of asymptotic
solution the functions cos( z ) in the right of part of potential are expanded in Taylor row:
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1  ,  In this case stationary equation (1) with border

conditions ( π2  soliton) has following type of solutions: 1) nonlinear periodic waves (motion in closed
routes near separatrix), 2) quasisoliton solutions (quasidislocations) (they correspond a motion on

separatrix). General solution of equation (1) has form ( ) ( ) 
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where )  ,( sn sz  is an elliptical sine, 10 ≤≤ s  is modulus of elliptical function. That solution has

period l , equal to ( ) )(/24 
2/122 sKMsAcBl = . When the amplitude is small 0→s  the elliptical

)  ,( sn sz  passes in trigonometrical )( sin z . At 1→s  it passes in hyperbolic tangents )( th z  (quasi–
dislocations)
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where ( )( )ikxbb gg  exp 1 ~ β+=  is vibration amplitude, ∆  is width quasidislocation: gb~3≈∆ . Thus in
atom structures of glasses and quasicrystals occurs quasidislocations have not a constant Burgers
vector (Somiliana dislocations). The absence of periodicity of location of potential minimums )(uV
is a physical reason of such solution. At large amplitudes quasisteady ensembles quasidislocations
are possible. By spreading out the solution near to a point 0=u  in a decomposition:

...)2(2)1( +ε+ε= uuu , and using the method of multiscale decomposition, it gets the solution of the
equation (2) in the form ( )[ ]∆−≈ /  sec)/2( 2/12/1 tcxAhBAu gG  where gc  is group speed, k, w are
constants of integration. The periodicity of ensemble is defined by expression:

( )  )1( ln /12 22/122 sAL −∆≈  and equal to under the order of magnitude 54 1010 −− ÷≈L  m, that well

correlates with period of non–uniformity of sliding of slip band [2]. The numerical curves of the fields of
displacement of lattice and quasidislocations is shown on Fig. 1 (Dependence of displacement vector
from the distance. Curve 1 for quasidislocation, curve 2 for lattice dislocation).
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Fig. 1

4. Elastic stress and energy of quasidislocations
It is necessary to consider the elastic stress and energy of quasidislocations becouse they define

the increase of free energy and modification of physic–chemical properties of glasses and
quasicrystals. Using eq. (3) (4) and a function of stress ψ  [6] we may obtain the expressions for own
stress of quasidislocations. In rolling of coordinate system connected with quasidislocations it has
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where v  is Poisson factor. The components of tensor of quasidislocation stress are determined by
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The numerical curves of the fields of quasidislocation stress and lattice dislocations is shown on Fig. 2
(Dependence of own stresses of quasidislocation from the distance before the defect. Curve 1 for
quasidislocation. Curve 2 — for lattice dislocation). Usually the method of long–acting stress using in
models results to the overstated evaluations.

Fig. 2
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The own elastic energy of quasi–dislocations devided by length is defined by expression [6]
in cylindrical coordinate system
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where E is Ung module. Numerical calculation of expressions (3), (4), (7) shown that energy of quasi–
dislocations defined by expression 2

0
)( / g

K
g bCLW µ≅ , where 1253,00 =C . Used similar expression for

long–acting stress it gets about the value 60 =C . Thus own elastic energy of quasi–dislocations is in
two orders less nearly than one of lattice dislocations which it is necessary to take an account in
models.

5. The mechanical properties of glasses

The metal glasses have the high stress of plastic deformation 50/µ≈σT  and small hardening on
the deformation curve 0d/d →εσ . The properties of quasidislocations can to explain these
characteristics. As since the stationary quasidislocations does not exist and so the quasidislocations
are generated by the homogeneous sources which began to operate at high stress

µ−≈∆−µ≈σ −− )1010()/2( exp  21
gT b  that equal to experimental )10010/( −µ≈σT .

The hardening at the deformation is defined by the level of average internal stress which equal to
superposition of own sort–acting stresses of quasidislocations (6).
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where const=ρ  is density of quasidislocations. Using (5) from (7) we shall obtain that the average

internal stress equal to )/( exp  2/ ∆−πρ∆µ≈σ LG  that in two order smaller than crystals

πρµ≈σ 2/ bD . As can be seen from obtained results the coefficient of hardening for the metal
glasses LLbG π∆−µ≈θ 2/)/( exp   in two order smaller than crystals LbLLnbD πµ≈θ 2/)/(    and
corresponds experimental values [1—3]. Such small value of coefficient of hardening is involved with
very greater short–acting stress of mutual repulsion of quasidislocations (Fig. 2) and with the small
internal stresses.

The small elastic energy of quasidislocations (6) allows to explain a small value accumulated
latent energy ~ 4 % from working of deformation in such material [1].
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